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Ms Adriana Casillas, IPIFF President

Adriana Casillas is the co-founder and CEO of Tebrio (MealFood Europe), a Spanish company working with the production and processing of insect Tenebrio Molitor for food, feed, plant nutrition and also industrial applications. She has acted as Vice-President of IPIFF since 2018, being a member of IPIFF since 2016.

Mr Fabien Schneegans, Legislative officer (EU Commission)

Fabien Schneegans, who graduated in veterinary medicine, after some private veterinary practice in France, worked in Brussels first as a seconded national expert in DG SANCO, then as the SPS attaché in the French permanent representation to the EU. After briefly representing the World Organisation for Animal Health (OIE), he joined DG SANTE in late 2019 as policy officer in charge of TSE policies.

Mr António Tavares, Chair of Copa-Cogeca WG ‘pigmeat’

Mr. Antonio Tavares, from Portugal, is the current Chairman of the Copa Cogeca’s Working Party on Pigmeat. Mr. Tavares has been an active and passionate pig producer and farmer for the last 45 years. He has been involved in farmers, agri promotion programs, trade unions’ discussions, and he is actively participating in both National and European representation of farmers and pig producers.
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Mr Paul-Henri Lava, Senior Policy Adviser (AVEC)

Paul-Henri, after an engineering diploma of agriculture in Purpan and a master’s degree in Political affairs in Sciences Po Toulouse, joined AVEC in 2012. As a senior policy advisor in AVEC, he is dealing in particular with issues relating to trade, environment/sustainability and quality.

Mr Christophe Trespeuch, Chair of IPIFF WG on ‘feed hygiene’

Christophe Trespeuch is the Chairman of the IPIFF Working Group on Feed Hygiene and Animal Nutrition. A veterinarian by training, Mr Trespeuch is committed to environmentally sound and responsible agricultural initiatives. Passionate about circular farming systems, in 2015 he co-founded MUTATEC – an innovative French producer of black soldier fly feed ingredients for animal feed and pet food.

Mr Christophe Derrien, IPIFF Secretary-General

Christophe Derrien is specialised in EU and agri-food legislation. After several professional missions at the French Ministry of Agriculture and at the European Commission (DG AGRI), he has been working for the EU umbrella organisation of European farmers and agri-cooperatives (Copa-Cogeca) and as a consultant on EU projects related to food sustainability. He manages the IPIFF Secretariat since August 2016.